
Fr Darren’s homily for 4th Sunday after Trinity 
 
 
It would not be an exaggeration to say across the world there is a fascination with 
statues, and in Oxford we are very conscious of the controversy surrounding the 
Rhodes statue on the High frontage of Oriel College. 
 
But today I want to think about another more famous statue. There are two 
inscriptions on the Statue of Liberty. One is on the tablet Lady Liberty holds in her 
left arm, and the other is on a bronze plaque displayed at the Statue of Liberty 
exhibition since 1986.   
 
The first is the date of the Declaration of Independence – 4th July 1776. 
The second is words from a poem called “The New Colossus” which was written by 
Emma Lazarus.  The poem was donated to an auction which raised money for the 
granite pedestal on which the statue was to stand. The poem opens with a reference 
to the Colossus of Rhodes, which was a statue of the Greek god Helios, which 
standing about 107 feet tall, was one of the tallest statues in the ancient world, until it 
was destroyed by an earthquake in 226 BC.  At 151 feet tall the Statue of Liberty is 
not a symbol of conquering power but one of friendship between nations, America 
and France.  And yet it is more.  It is a symbol of immigration and of hope.  For the 
poem tells ancient Greece that she can keep all her “storied pomp” for Lady Liberty 
welcomes the tired, the poor and the homeless.  To quote from the poem, "Give me 
your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, The wretched 
refuse of your teeming shore, Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift my 
lamp beside the golden door!" 
 
 
I’m exhausted….I’m stressed to the limit… I’m at breaking point….I feel drained…  
 
I am sure we have all said those words for at one time or another, most of us have 
been there. If the last three months have taught us anything it is that we live our lives 
in a world which is fast moving and relentless and noisy where we are constantly 
being asked to do more and achieve more, and where our physical and mental 
health is always under threat. 
 
And then we hear the words of Jesus in today’s gospel giving an invitation and a 
promise, “Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I 
will give you rest.” 
 
On a normal Sunday we arrive at church for a whole host of reasons and in varied 
state of weariness. Today is, of course, a little different.  While we may be stressed 
and worried, troubled and tired, and perhaps a little bit anxious, we are also elated 
and relived that we can come to church and worship as a community around the 
table of the Lord.  That we are once again united in word and in sacrament with the 
risen Lord and with one another. 
 
 
 



One of the greatest joys of the Incarnation is that God shared our humanity and in 
doing so Jesus understands us.  We know from the gospels that he knew what it was 
to be stressed and tired and conflicted and anxious. People were often crowding 
around him; they wanted what he offered--- healing, forgiveness, courage, hope, life.  
And he knew the importance of rest — time for replenishing his body and his soul. 
 
After days of teaching and healing, when he felt his energy waning, Jesus would 
steal away to a lonely place to pray — to rest. And so Jesus teaches us that a 
rhythm of life which includes rest is vital for body, mind and soul. Sabbath is a gift 
from God to his people. In today’s world that might not be a Sunday for everyone, 
but we must recover the gift of rest. This rest is more than sleep. It’s rejuvenation, 
restoration, re-connection.  
 
The great spiritual writer Evelyn Underhill says that we spend our lives conjugating 
three verbs: to have, to want, and to do. But the essential verb is to be.  
 
If we cannot learn how to be then the having, the wanting and the doing will destroy 
us – physically and spiritually. The model that Jesus sets before us is of a 
contemplative and an activist. He was often going off to pray, to re-connect with God, 
with the well-spring within. And then he would go back to his ministry of compassion 
and justice.  
 
Today’s gospel could not be more appropriate for the Sunday when the gift of public 
worship has been restored to us.  Stepping back into our church building, into this 
sacred space, makes our shoulders relax.  Hearing and saying familiar words.  
Seeing and smelling the symbols of our faith and worship.  Eating the bread of life 
which restores us, strengthens us on our Christian journey and unites us with our 
God. 
 
We bring our worries, our stresses, our tiredness and our anxieties to this altar with 
the Jesus’ words of invitation and promise ringing in our ears, 
“‘Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy burdens, and I will give 
you rest.” 
 


